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quick start
A storyboard frames a process for reflecting on experience. It could be at school, at home, on the street, or in a project.
At the episodes heart is a three-scene biographical episode. It hinges on a turning point - a time when there could be a
change-of-direction in what this person is doing with his or her life. A turning point brings into view another way to go,
often a surprise. The turning point is, then, the ‘big scene’ - the middle scene in a three-scene episode.
step one - the notes: to remember and jot down what happened - in the big scene and in scenes showing what was
going on before, and what it was like after.
ideas for my
opening scene

ideas for my
big scene

ideas for my
following scene

step two - the storyboard: to assemble the most important thoughts and feelings into a words and picture account of
the three scenes.

step three - futuring: to say what a person can do about realising this.

places to go
people to meet

things to do
This is not a simple worksheet. The frameworks are assembled in what is called a ‘my scenes page’ . Some students and
clients will readily take to it. They may want just to get on with it: learning how to do it by trial-and-a-error, maybe
taking an A3 version away to work on later. In some case it can be complete in an hour or so. However, the process
can be taken deeper, in a scheme-of-work over several hour-or-more sessions. Examples of that more progressive
learning activity are set out on pages 30-36.
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learning from other people’s stories
Storyboarding is not a conventional worksheet or discussion process. And it is challenging. Talking about other
people’s stories is, then, a useful way to see how it works and appreciate what it can show.
There are 12 completed storyboards on the following pages. You can select which are most helpful. They are set on the
page so that you can print them as handouts, import them into a slide-show or display them as posters.
Each is introduced by case notes which a teacher, adviser or researcher might set down about this person. The notes
are made sometimes before and sometimes after the storyboard.

filmic possibilities
-

Storyboarding unifies what some other techniques separate. It enables students and clients to set down what is going
on both as an individual and with other people. It also allow for the expression of thoughts-and-feelings responses to all
of that.
Students and clients will choose their own ways of storyboarding. But looking at completed versions will alert them
some possibilities for achieving important filmic effects
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

seeing characters from below, at a level or from above ;
positioning each person in the frame;
using close-up or wide-angle;
attending to expressions and gestures;
putting in details that set the scene;
refining writing down to essential dialogue;
including ‘the hero’s’ thoughts and feelings;
moving left-to-right in each scene with what talk-and-thought comes first and what later.

These are more than just graphic tricks: they are part of the process of reflecting on the meaning of a scene. Much of
this will be taken-in without labouring the point. But are also be talking points. Your students or clients are becoming
the directors, script-writers and heroes of their own films. Understanding how narrative works is a route to taking control
of your own story

why?
Each story is preceded by case-notes and occupies a place in a careers work programme. The ‘why’ question is’ what
does storyboarding do that the case-notes and conventional class-work may not do?’.
>
>
>
>
>
>

makes the events more memorable;
makes the learning process more readily accessible to more students;
opens the learning experience to interrogation - ‘why this?’, ‘why then?’, ‘why like that?’;
highlights turning points - an essential part of learning for flexibility;
express a unified sense of inner life - thought and feelings;
sets the individual in a social context.
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the myscenepages
Storyboards are set out on myscenepages - designed to resemble a web-page. They are in three parts
>
>
>

notes storyboard
futuring

gathering ideas;
setting out scenes;
imagining what this means for future action.

All of that three-stage process is important to students and clients learning. But they are also critically useful to advisers
teachers, researchers and.

myscenepage directory
notes written by

turning point in experience of

page

Will

teacher

tv

4

Sarah

adviser

sleepover

6

Sean

researcher

street

8

Lucy

adviser

lesson

10

John

adviser

on tv

12

Stanley

teacher

on the net

14

Mark

adviser

home

16

Errol

researcher

home

18

Marjorie

teacher

friend’s house

20

Alice

teachers

project

22

Mary

research

adviser

24

Joey

research

home

26

name

Alice’s storyboards is wholly in text - an option that some students will prefer.
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developing ideas

1

m y
ideas for my
opening scene

s c e n e

ideas for my
following scene

ideas for my
big scene
visitor to school

I always said ‘dentist’

now I say ‘pattern maker’

older than me dad

it was dad’s idea

my ID
shoes-on Lucy

brought this tiny wooden thing
he made

we all want to be rich

p a g e

nobody knows know what
it is
I do - I think!

so cool
reminded me of granddad

storyboarding

2

futuring

3

this was my test when I was 19 it’s the only one ever made

so - what do
you want to be
lucy

a dentist

places to go

so - what do
you want to be
lucy

!

good
girl! that’s
where
the
money is!

a pattern
maker

(thinks) so
cool!

do woodwork on work
experience

people to meet

ask adviser about pattern
making

things to do

go round granddad’s - ask
him about his job - it was
something to do with
woodwork

John - rock star
adviser’s notes
John - 8 June
No very clear career plans - has considered driving
but doesn’t seem keen now.
Very stable home life - extended family all on one
street. Mostly manual workers. Not sure what.
Does well enough at school - middle of the range in
most results. Teachers say he could do better bright kid, but lacks aspiration. Stays out of trouble.
Offered an interest inventory - but John said he
already knows what he’s interested in. When I asked
what? He said ‘driving’ - he likes the free-and-easy
life.
I see no point in pushing things. Not now anyway.
I said my door is always open - anytime he wants to
come back and do some serious thinking about the
future.
He said ‘yes, thank you’ - very politely.

.
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m y
developing ideas

1

=

everybody in our house
is a driver - mum drives
a bus, granddad a lorry
- I planned to drive a
limo

then we saw this really
bad band win ‘talent!’ and dad said gran was a
singer before I was
even born

our house

futuring

3

so forget driving - if
that crap band can
make it, so can we - it’s
only fair

the winners!

rubbish

places to go

p a g e
ideas for my
following scene

ideas for my
big scene

storyboarding

2

ideas for my
opening scene

s c e n e

your gran was a
band singer - she
could’ve made it if
she’d stuck at it

my ID
Johnny guitar

we’re good - better
than the crap on
‘talent’ - we’ll be
discovered - if that
rubbish can do make so
can we!

more gigs

people to meet

more gig managers

things to do

more practice

Stan - for poor people
teacher’s notes
Stanley - 14 February
Stanley says that he has been thinking of doing
mostly vocational courses next year - he had moreor-less settled on information technology, tourism and
English.
He doesn’t like academic work. He gets quite
animated about this - ‘it’s boring because it doesn’t
have anything to do with real people doing real
things. It’s just stuff to write down from book and
worksheets’.

I need to talk to colleagues to see what they say.
His results suggest that he could do well - whatever
he wanted to do - if he puts his mind to it. The
geography teachers is mystified by his wish to do it.
We only had five minutes - I’d like to see Stanley
again.

But now, for reasons that aren’t clear to me, he is
considering changing his options. He’d like to do
geography and asks are there any other subjects he
could do like that?
I asked about the reason for the change of direction
and he said it was something he found on YouTube.
(‘Does You Tube teach geography or other subjects
like that?’)
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m y
developing ideas

1

s c e n e

p a g e

ideas for my
big scene

ideas for my
following scene

geography project

YouTube

want to help

homework

not fair to poor people

but it’s geography which is boring

ideas for my
opening scene

my ID
stand-up stan

storyboarding

2

futuring

3

places to go

don’t know

people to meet

don’t know
find more out about cheap
shops

things to do

how do clothes and shoes
get to shops?

